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A true testament to the heart and determination of 
its people, after years of community-led planning, the 
City of Cordova realized the dream of The Cordova 
Center in 2015. Tall and angular like the many peaks 
which surround it, at 34,000 square feet, its glass 
façade showcases the natural beauty of Cordova – 
from lofty Chugach peaks to rich waters and a busy 
working harbor. Rooms range from small classrooms 
to large conference, meeting, and banquet spaces. 
A commercial kitchen allows for catered events and 
fundraisers. All facilities are ADA compliant. High 
speed WIFI is available throughout the building, 
and audiovisual capacity is present in all meeting 
spaces to enable remote participation and streaming. 
The Cordova Center has been used for weddings, 
conferences, fundraisers, and more. Its open-space 
concept can be modularized to fit the needs of almost 
any group. 

CORDOVA CENTER QUICK FACTS
• Centrally located
• Flexible modular spaces
• 34,000 square feet
• WIFI, audio/visual capability, and state                    
   of the art connectivity throughout
• ADA accessible
• Commercial kitchen
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UPPER & LOWER ATRIUMS
The first space encountered upon entering the 
Cordova Center, plan your group’s adventures in 
the World’s Richest Waters from the upper or lower 
atriums’ large windows overlooking the harbor and 
nearby Hawkins Island. Vaulted ceilings equipped 
with various lighting options showcase the building’s 
modern architecture and spaciousness. The upper 
atrium is often used for vendor displays, and pre-
banquet festivities while the lower atrium provides 
an open space for receptions or a waiting area for 
performances or speaking events. Filled with natural 
light, these areas make for a cheery and 
professional atmosphere.



MODULAR MEETING ROOMS 
Community Rooms A&B, used for meetings, 
conferences, and presentations, are the heart of the 
Cordova Center’s facilities. Room A accommodates 
50-70 people, while Room B accommodates 25-30. 
The wall between them opens to allow for larger or 
smaller groups depending on the desired intimacy 
of your party. With a combined area of 1,170 sq ft; 
tables, chairs, and podiums are all available onsite to 
transform the space into exactly what you want. The 
rear wall of the Meeting Rooms also opens to the 
lower atrium to provide banquet or meeting facilities 
for up to 175 people.

COMMERCIAL KITCHEN
Located adjacent to the lower atrium for serving 
convenience, this commercial-grade kitchen is sized to 
keep up with the culinary needs of our largest parties. 
Numerous private caterers are available in Cordova 
who would love to help with your event.

EXPLORE RESTAURANTS AND CATERERS >

NORTHSTAR THEATER
A town favorite, the Northstar Theater possesses 
seating for 200 and is commonly used for movies, 
lectures, dance performances, and live concerts. 
A state-of-the-art A/V Control Room allows for 
comfortable control of lighting or sound effects. The 
theater is hearing-impaired accessible. Dressing rooms 
are located in the back of the house. 
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https://www.cordovachamber.com/cordova-ak-business-directory/directory-category/restaurants-caterers/
https://www.cordovachamber.com/cordova-ak-business-directory/directory-category/restaurants-caterers/
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COPPER RIVER GALLERY
The Copper River Gallery and adjacent Cordova 
Historical Museum host both temporary and 
permanent exhibits highlighting the rich culture and 
storied past of Cordova, and offer a venue for its 
many contemporary artist residents to showcase 
their latest work. The bright hardwood floors and 
engaging surroundings make for a fun, tasteful setting 
for wedding receptions or pre-banquet festivities. The 
space can accommodate between 25-50 people and 
includes a projection screen. 

LIBRARY FIRESIDE NOOK
This cozy nook is best used for informal discussion 
groups. Watch the rain fall over the ocean as you 
discuss books or ideas with 10-12 others. Comfortable 
chairs and a gas fireplace facilitate intimacy and 
warmth. 

PROJECT ROOM
This space is commonly used as storage for event 
planners, but really comes into its own as a workshop 
space. It accommodates 10-18 people and features a 
sink and whiteboards. 

MAYOR’S 
CONFERENCE ROOM
Designed to serve as a breakout meeting space or 
board room, this meeting room is perfect for smaller 
discussions and presentations. It seats 12-15 and 
includes a flat screen monitor.

EDUCATION ROOM
This surprisingly large space has been used for a little 
bit of everything! At 30-35 people, it is the perfect size 
for workshops, medium-sized meetings, vendor sales, 
and even the occasional yoga class! With a variety 
of layout options available, the Education Room is 
1,040 square feet and possesses both a sink and 
whiteboards. 
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601 First Street
Cordova, Alaska
907-424-6665
thecordovacenter.com

HAVE QUESTIONS?
Still wondering whether the Cordova Center can 
accommodate your next event? Contact a staff 
member to discuss your specific needs. 

A fee schedule is available here. 

Ready to make the plunge?

For more information on lodging, catering, tours, and 
activities to enjoy during your time in Cordova, email 
info@cordovachamber.com.
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http://thecordovacenter.com/booking/cordova-center-event-staff
http://thecordovacenter.com/images/forms/Cordova%2520Center%2520Booking%2520Application%25202020.pdf

